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Getting access to your data when you need it, where you need it
Delegate survey results

Organisations are creating unprecedented amounts of widely distributed
unstructured data that needs to be used for innovation
Common problems
- losing track of your data
- inefficient scalability
- complex tiered storage
- endless, redundant manual tasks
- no visibility into data use or growth
- fragmented cloud journey
The legacy problem
- data sprawl across user machines DCs, and cloud
- difficult to gain value from data and presents serious security risk
Qumulo solution
- single software solution to manage, move, and protect all of your unstructured data
- move your data to your applications, wherever they reside, on-premises, or in the
cloud
“File system purists”
Partner with MinIO to do S3
Extreme, Efficient Scalability
Legacy problem
- inefficient FS architectures only use 60-80% of purchased capacity
- limited capacity and file count scalability
- adding capacity and performance complex and often required downtime
Qumulo solution
- get 100% out of your investment
- scale to hundreds of billions of files
- expand capacity and performance seamlessly
No More Tiers

Legacy problem
- data not available in fastest storage when users and applications request it
- tiering jobs were slow to execute and often didn’t complete, leaving risk to filling
performance tier
Qumulo solution
- single-tier solution with predictive caching ensures performance SLAs are met
- simplified administration and full confidence in access to data
Automation
Legacy problem
- application users dependent on storage team to provide dafa insights to
applications
- administrators overwhelmed manually adding news users, reviewing logs
Real-time visibility

Seamless Journey to The Cloud
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Advantages of a Flash-first Design
3 customers [screenshot]
Corporate video production
Data analytics
Massive Retail chains
Designed for data driven Businesses

Variety of use cases
- Video and Audio editing
- video surveillance
- user directories

- VFX, Rendering, and game development
- video broadcast
- research imaging and genomic sequencing
- AI, ML, and autonomous vehicles
- medical diagnostics, imaging and records
- analytics
- Electronic data interchange and eDiscovery
2 customers doing 16K editing on Qumulo systems
Fixed block size
Flash via legacy interfaces

Delivering Choice

Customers choice and value

Better Customer Experiences

Customer example
200 million new files in a few days
34GB/s of reads on hybrid for COVID related research
Performance-oriented software patents

*Demo
Storage doesn’t have good analysis tools
“Traditionally, you get a doughnut, and you know it’s working because it’s getting
filled up”

